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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

VENTSAR XL is a Microsoft Excel calculational spreadsheet used to estimate 
concentrations on or near buildings &om a release at a nearby location. The 
code will calculate the concentrations either for a given set of meteorological 
conditions or  for a given probability that meteorological conditions are not 
exceeded. A single building cab be modeled which lies in the path of the 
plume, and a penthouse may be added to the top of the building. Plume rise 
also may be considered. This report discusses the information needed to 
execute the program and interpret the results. For a detailed discussion on 
the mathematical models within VENTSAR XL refer to Simpkins (1996). 

2.0 EXECUTINGVEN'I'SARXL 

VENTSAR XL is a calculational spreadsheet that was created using 
Microsoft Excel Version 4.0. Macros, the Excel programming language, is 
used. Later versions of Microsofi Excel will also support this program. The 
user simply changes the required inputs in the "VENTDATA file and clicks a 
button (CALCULATE) to  run the models. "VENTDATA 
MACRO" can only be opened as a read only file, SO when the 
open as "Read Only." If a window comes up saying "Incorrect Password" 
press return. Once the calculations are complete, the user can use "Save As" 
to keep a copy of the results. Certain cells ,have been locked so inadvednt 
changes cannot be made by the 

Figure 1 shows a sample page of input which corresponds to Test Case 1 of 
Environmental Dosimetry's routinely p d ;test cases. The 
CALCULATE button is contained in the up hand of the computer 
screen. ser may work within 
applications other than Excel by clicking . The user may stop 
execution by holding down the apple key 

Input parameters are discussed and their ranges of validity are noted. Valid 
ranges of iqput are shown to the right of the parameter in the spreadsheet. If 
the user enters ue that is not valid, column E wi l l  show "INVALID." The 
spreadsheet execute if there is an "INVALID" anywhere in column E 
of the data spreadsheet. 

Once a Macro has begun to  exe 
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RELEASE LOCATION 

Enter the location of release as either a specified meteorologid tower or "0" 
for other location. If "0" is chosen, the exact location of the release must be 
specified using the next two inp lines. Site coordinates must be used to 
input the grid location. Thi nput is entered to determine which 
meteorological data set is used for the remainder of the calculations. See 
Parker'(1992) and Weber (1993) for information on the meteorological data 
bases. 

BUILDING DIMENSIONS 

Enter the dimensions of the building and penthouse in meters. Figure, 2 
shows a three-dimensional view of the building dimensions with the wind 

1 direction toward the face of the building. XSTP is the distance to the 
penthouse from the edge of the building. The valid range for this parameter 
is such that the penthouse will still fit on top of the building. The assumed 
direction of the wind is important with respect to the building dimensions 
that are used. If no penthouse is included, set all of the penthouse 
parameters to zero. Calculations ay also be done without a building by 
setting all of the parameters to zero. 

DISTANCES FOR CALCULATIONS TO BE PERFORMED 

Enter the minimum an um distances hich the calculations are to 
be performed. Valid range is fkom 10 to 100,000 m and the maximum must 
be greater than the minimum or an error will result. These two inputs set 
the bounds for the distances at which the calculations will be performed. The 
next input specifies the number of increments that the above bracketed 
distance will be divided into. Valid range is 1 to 200. This parameter will 
greatly affect the amount of time that it takes the Macro to exe 
the smallest number possible that will still give you the desi 
building wake effects are to be considered, there should be several increments 
just beyond the building to ensure the proper fraction of the plume is 
entrained. 

) 

SECTOR DESIGNATION , 

Enter the sector that corresponds to the direction in which the building lies 
with respect to the release location. Sector selectipn is important if 
meteorological exceedance probability is specified because meteorological 

t. Figure 3 shows a pictorial 
e from H Area. The dotted 

lines represent the center of the sector. If a given wind speed and stability 
class is used, sector designation is unimportant since no meteorological data 
files are accessed. 

will be chosen based on this 
tor notation for a sample 
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Figure 2. Building Dimensions for VENTSAR XL Input 





RELEASE HEIGHT 

Enter the height of the release. Valid range is 0.0 to 500 m. 

RADIOACTIVE CALCULATION 

Enter " Y  if the calculation is for radioactive emissions and "w" if it is not. 
Depending on the answer to the above question, enter the release quantities 
(release rate (Ci/min) or component mole fraction) in the spaces provided. 
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